Instructions: Thank you for your interest in applying for an AEG Foundation Grant. Each grant fund requires an application, which may be submitted through the online portal found at: https://www.aegfoundation.org/grants/ OR students may complete a paper application and email it to staff@aegfoundation.org anytime throughout the year. Applications submitted through the portal are preferred but emailed applications are welcomed.

Please read the qualifications for this grant, listed below.

Once you are ready to submit your application, you will attach the following documents to an email and send to staff@aegfoundation.org:

- A complete grant application for each grant for which you are applying

Deadline: Applications are accepting anytime of year

Qualifications

1. Must use the funds received from the AEG Foundation for the proposed use
2. Must use the funds in accordance with applicable law and regulation

Submission Requirements

1. Complete Background Information
2. Complete Project Information
3. Must provide the Foundation with a brief written report on the activities sponsored by the grant (suitable for publication in the AEG News) within one year of grant approval or the grant in full must be returned
4. Must provide verification of applicable accreditations and enrollment records during the life of the grant as allowable by law

General Questions for all Grants
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Background Information

1. First Name:
2. Middle Name:
3. Last Name:
4. Mailing Address:
5. Phone Number:
6. Primary Email Address:

K14 Grant Questions

1. Applicant IRS Classification (teacher, school, school district, other):
2. Name of Principal Contact:
3. Approving individual within the applicant’s organization, title:

Organizational applicants please describe the organization, its purpose or mission, its stakeholders, and its operations. Individual applicants please describe your background and how it applies to the project. *200 word max

Describe the project for which financial support is sought. How will it enhance the teaching of geology in the K-14 classroom? Will it demonstrate the application of geology to environmental or natural hazards? *200 word max
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Provide a detailed schedule and work plan for the project.

Provide the project budget over its life. Show sources of income and project expenses.

List the specific budget line items or groups for which the Foundation funding is sought.
Describe the cost-sharing contributions of the individual or organizational applicant to the project. Include overhead and salary/wage expenses assumed by the applicant as well as direct funding.

Describe the cost contributions of other organizations to the project.

Describe the educational benefits of the project. Who will benefit and how?
Provide a schedule for funding showing amounts requested and proposed funding delivery dates, whether one-time or in stages, and show how the funding deliveries relate to project needs and milestones.

Provide a schedule of reports that will be prepared by grantee and delivered to the AEG Foundation. Reports should list milestones achieved and expenditures made. Reports should be signed by the Agreement Administrator for the grantee, or the individual grantee, as appropriate.

Provide a description of any special conditions on the project.